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PURPOSE
Our industry is about people, not paper. With a service-first mindset, we’ve developed rela�onships and 

built community in hundreds of neighborhoods through the past 45 years. We’ve worked diligently to build a 
posi�ve reputa�on as a community management leader and have succeeded in doing so by promo�ng innova�on 

and crea�ng experiences that connect people. This pursuit has allowed us to discover purpose and 
meaning in our work. 

PASSION
We believe in giving back to the greater community. Through our HomeWorks program, we support charitable 

organiza�ons in markets across the country. Team members drive these hands-on efforts to serve in-need 
communi�es. We also encourage team members to follow their own hearts by offering paid volunteer hours. 

Together, we make a posi�ve impact and serve the greater good. 

PEOPLE
Our 800-plus employees are more than a team; they’re a family. Guided by compassion for the individual, we value 
integrity, trust and respect. We empower servant leaders by suppor�ng industry-related educa�on and cer�fica�on 
and offer opportuni�es for personal and professional growth and development. Together, we aim to transform the 

way people think and feel about homeowners associa�ons. 
 

To learn more, visit CCMCnet.com.

10 States. 215 Communi�es. Endless Opportuni�es.

Smiles.
Harmony.

Joy.
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F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

CAI President’s 
Message
by Suzanne Murray

I am honored to serve a second term on the CAI Board and as 
Chapter President for 2019.

My very best wishes and sincere thanks to all of you as we wrap 
up an eventful 2018 and shift our momentum into 2019.  The 
past 12 months have been marked by noteworthy achievements 
and change. As we reflect on the past year, we have many reasons 
to seek gratitude and pride in our organization and look forward 
with enthusiasm to 2019 at CAI.

Our chapter grew member numbers and we are now considered an 
extra-large Chapter by our National Organization surpassing the 
750 member mark in March of 2018.  We won an Achievement 
Award for our CMCA Challenge in our Membership Category 
from the National Office.  The Board continued to work on Policy 
Governance and our Chapter is one of only a few in CAI that 
follows these principles. As part of policy governance, the CAI 
Board will be inquiring of the membership this year in different 
categories for input.  We have implemented a monthly magazine, 
instead of quarterly in order to increase communication with our 
valued membership. I encourage and challenge you to write an 
article for one of the 11 publications this year.  We will be offering 
additional webinars and educational events for our membership 
in 2019.   We are very excited to announce that the PCAM Case 
Study will be in Arizona in November of 2019.  The date and 
location will be announced in the near future.

Thank you for being a part of our chapter for your continued 
support as well as making the past year so memorable. I invite you 
to join me in anticipating what wee will accomplish together in 
the year to come.

With very best wishes,,

Suzanne Murray, CMCA, AMS, PCAM
Chapter Board President
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F R O M  T H E  D I R E C T O R

by Kayte Comes | Executive Director
CAI - Central Arizona Chapter

This year the 2018 CAI Central Arizona Annual Golf Classic was held at Arizona 
Grand Resort Phoenix, AZ.  This was our third time playing at this course in the 
last ten years.

The shotgun was supposed to go off at 8:30am but was delayed until 9:00am for 
several accidents on multiple freeways. The weather was for calling for rain most of 
the day, but it had rained all night so by the time the shotgun went off at 9:00am 
is was just overcast and a little chilly.  The event managed not to be rained out, you 
never know what the weather will bring at the end of November in Phoenix.  The 
year before we held the event mid-October and it was 95 degrees.  

Many thanks go out to the volunteers who helped with registration and escorting 
the sponsors out to their T Boxes; without their support the event would not have 
run so smoothly.

The presenting sponsor this year was Service Direct Landscape.  The Chapter cannot 
thank them enough for being the main sponsor.  I hope everyone enjoyed the Igloo 
lunch cooler as the giveaway at this year’s event.  In addition to the presenting 
sponsor there were many breakfast sponsors, a lunch sponsor, moving golf cart 
sponsors, T-Box sponsors and designated driver sponsor.  We sold out every single 
sponsorship this year and had a waiting list for foursomes.  Next year the event will 
go back to 36 holes so we can accommodate more members for the chapter has 
grown over 10% this year.

The golf classic ended with raffle prize and event awards for the men’s and women’s 
closest to the pin winners Ed Macias and Julie Meierdierks.  The longest drive men’s 
and women’s winners Scott Murray and Julie Meierdierks.  The first and second 
place overall scoring winners were, 1st place – Cimex Pest Control and 2nd place 
– Trident Security.

A special thank you to the Golf Committee for their efforts organizing the event 
and soliciting sponsors, asking managers to register and helping the Chapter office 
conduct the event. 

I sincerely appreciate all our volunteers and sponsors who make our Chapter so 
successful and most of all FUN!

Kayte Comes, MBA, MNML
Executive Director
CAI-Central Arizona Chapter

2 0 1 8  
 CAI Annual 

GOLF 
C L A S S I C

S A V E  T H E  D A T E
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Ms. Melissa Scott, CMCA, AMS Manager Membership

Mr. Michael Funk Avanza Service Group Business Partners

Ms. Kendra Gray CCMC Manager Membership

Mr. Greg Mark Somers Distinguished Programs Chapter NATL

EmpireWorks - Reconstruction and Painting Chapter NATL

Mr. Greg Lason Engineering Support Services Chapter BP

Mr. Corbin Barrett Global Mobile Chapter BP

Ms. Brenda Velazquez Greenstar Eco Business Partners

Ms. Lj Richards, CMCA, AMS IntraPro Consulting, LLC Manager Membership

Mrs. Carolyn Goss Landings Homeowners Association Volunteer Leader

Ms. Shawna Nunez Landings Homeowners Association Volunteer Leader

Mr. Joseph Benson Life Specialty Coatings Chapter BP

Mr. Chris Miley McCormick Ranch Property Owners Association Volunteer Leader

Mr. Chris Miley McCormick Ranch Property Owners Association Manager Membership

Mr. Sean Igleski Property Management Pest and Termite Control, LLC Business Partners

Mr. Ken Carteron Seacoast Commerce Bank Chapter NATL

NEW MEMBERS
10.01.18 - 12.31.18

ORGANIZATIONNAME MEMBERSHIP TYPE

M E M B E R S H I P
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I N S I G H T  &  E D U C A T I O N

Statistics prove that 80% of 
New Year’s Resolutions fail by 
January 31st.  
Resolutions mean change; change of habits, change of lifestyle, 
change of thought processes. If you are not dedicated to your 
resolutions you may join the ranks of the 80%. 

By Dawn R. Engel, CMCA, AMS

How can a Community Board 
of Directors use New Year’s 
Resolutions for an Association? 

Let’s use the previous list as a sample.

How can a Community Association  
Get Healthy?

Make sure the Association Budget is in alignment with the 
Community needs and membership wants. Keep in mind that 
the Community “needs” may well trump membership “wants”.  
The membership may want a swimming pool installed however 
the tot lot equipment has seen better days. Weigh the needs and 
wants according to current funding and upcoming projects. So 
that the Board and membership can tangibly understand future 
capital repairs, replacements and the costs associated with the 
same; it would be a good idea to obtain a Reserves Study for your 
Association by a qualified, Reserve Study Specialist. 

Do not forget “other” assets in the community such as trees, 
irrigation controllers and granite. Leaving components off the 
Reserve Study may prove to be financially catastrophic to the 
Association. Without Reserves funding, community assets may 
not be repaired or replaced.  Not repairing or replacing HOA 
common area components and assets may eventually lead to lower 
property values.  

How Does a Community  
Association Get Organized?

File the Association’s Annual Report according to Corporation 
Commission requirements.  Failure to file with the Corporation 
Commission may cost the Association fees. Failing to file could 
lead to administrative dissolution which means the State will no 
longer recognize the Association as a legal entity.

Consolidating Association common area tax parcels may save 
your Association money. Check your County Assessor Website 
for additional information and FAQs.

Check the governing documents for the required Association 
insurance requirements. Does the Association have enough 
coverage? Does the Association have too much coverage?  If you 
are not sure have an insurance expert or the Association Attorney 
review the governing documents and insurance policies.

Make sure the proper tax forms are filed. Most not for profit 
Associations file an 1120H vs. 1120. An 1120H filing will allow 
an Association to take advantage of certain tax benefits.

Have an Annual Audit, Review or Compilation of year end 
financials according to Association governing documents and 
State Statutes.

Ensure that all Association Resolutions, Amendments, Minutes, 
Contract, etc. are kept on file and are accessible. 

New Year 
Resolutions for  
HOA Boards that 
Will Last

Some of the top New Year’s 
Resolutions are: 
• Get Healthy

• Get Organized

• Manage Debt

• Save Money

• Have Better Relationships

• Reduce Stress

• Learn Something New
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How Can An Association  
Manage Debt?

Review the Association collections policy. Can the policy be 
revised to allow a shorter timeframe between collection letters 
while still upholding State Statutes? 

Review current vendor contracts. Are the Association vendors 
providing all services outlined in the contracts? Do the contracts 
need to be re-negotiated? Maybe a longtime vendor would be 
willing to provide the Association with an annual credit for 
services for example: the Landscape contractor may credit the 
Association for Annual Flowers or the pool company may provide 
one month of credit after 12 months of service. Or, maybe your 
vendors are willing to help the community offset some resident 
event costs. 

As unpopular as the next statement is; when was the last time 
Association Assessments were increased? Keeping Assessments 
stagnant while Association costs are increasing may potentially 
put an Association at risk for a Special Assessment to cover costs. 

Be sure the Association Reserves are funded enough to support 
capital repairs and replacements as necessary or per the verbiage 
within the Reserves Study.

How Can An Association  
Save Money?

Research Money Saving amenities/infrastructure  
components such as:

Changing outdated irrigation components to Smart Water 
Controllers or just changing irrigation heads to Pressure 
Regulating Heads – may save an Association water costs with a 
modest return on investment timeframe.  

Many Cities are offering rebates to Associations that convert 
areas of turf to Xeriscape. As well many cities offer neighborhood 
preservation grant matches for community improvements. 
Check your municipality for rebates and grants. 

How Can An Association Board  
Have Better Relationships? 

Board Members must communicate with each other – Strive for 
Respectful, Responsible Communication.  

Communicate with Homeowners and Residents through the 
HOA Website, E-mail Blasts, Newsletters, And Social Media.

Enforce the rules, guidelines, and governing documents 
uniformly and equitably. However, be reasonable to certain 
circumstances when and if possible, while still upholding the 
community governance.  

Board Members are Community Leaders and should set the 
example to the residents. 

Build a Sense of Community by encouraging attendance to 
Board Meetings. Invite community vendors to attend to discuss 
upcoming projects. Invite City Council Members to provide 
municipal updates. Host Community Events; partnering with 
vendors and service providers to offset costs. 

How Can An Association Board  
Reduce Stress?

Breathe – remember the “issue is not (usually) the issue when 
someone is heated during a board meeting. Don’t take anything 
personally.

Enroll homeowners to serve on a Committee. Homeowners 
who serve on Association Committees become part of the bigger 
picture. Service may invoke a sense of pride, accomplishment 
and community. Be sure to recognize your volunteers.

Remember to rely on your HOA Professionals such as: 
Community Manager, Management Team, Accounting Team, 
HOA Attorney, Legal Team, Collections Support, Association 
Contractors and Governmental Representatives.  

How Can An Association  
Board Learn Something New?

That’s easy! Most municipalities offer HOA Workshops or classes 
for Board at no or minimal cost. 

Community Associations Institute offers Educational local 
luncheons, seminars and classes. 

Stay informed on Community Association Legislation relating 
to your planned community or condominium community. 
Know where to find State and Federal Statutes.  

Be Accountable to Board  
and Community Members

Announce upcoming Community improvements projects and 
provide completion timeframes through   the HOA Newsletter, 
Community website or Bulletin Boards. Stay on track with 
project progress.

Have a plan “B” should plan “A” fall through.

HOA Resolutions can be kept year after year when the Board is 
open, honest and works together with the Community members, 
vendors, service providers and municipalities.

H A P P Y  2 0 1 9 !
Dawn Engel is VP of Business Development, Education Director for Planned 
Development Services. She is in her 19th year in the industry, currently holds the 
CMCA and AMS Designations and has worked at PDS for over 11 years.  In 
addition, she serves on the CAI Central AZ LAC and Education Committee. 
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I N S I G H T  &  E D U C A T I O N

Every year, it is advisable that the Board of 
Directors of Arizona HOAs take a look at 
their non-profit corporation by conducting a 
corporate audit. A corporate audit allows the 
HOA to assess the strength of the corporate 
entity while discovering potential legal issues 
before they become serious.

As a starting point, a HOA should ensure that 
certain corporate information concerning 
the HOA is accurate with the Arizona 
Corporation Commission. For example, is the 
HOA’s statutory agent information correct? 
Does the Arizona Corporation Commission 
have the correct business address for the 
HOA? Has the HOA’s annual report for the 
year been filed? Ensuring this information 
is accurate could prevent the Association 
from being administratively dissolved by the 
Arizona Corporation Commission.

In addition to ensuring the HOA has 
accurate information listed with the Arizona 
Corporation Commission, the Board of 
Directors should also ensure that the financial 
information and records of the Association 
are up to date. 

For example, are the signature cards with 
the Association’s bank accurate? As Board 
Members and Officers come and go, it is 
important that the bank signature cards 
accurately reflect the HOA’s current signing 
authority.

Also, the Board should invite its banking 
and investment representative to a Board 
Meeting to discuss the HOAs financial 
position and ways to potentially enhance 
the HOA’s financial position. Is the HOA’s 
current investment strategy appropriate? Has 
the HOA’s banking accounts grown past the 
FDIC insurance limits? Are there any new 
fees or financial risks the Board should know 
about? The Board should review the HOA’s 
investments and banking information to 
ensure peak performance and investment 
and bank account safety and security.

HOAs should also verify that they have readily 
ascertainable copies of all of the Association’s 
Governing Documents, Policies, Procedures, 
Rules and Regulations (including any 
amendments or supplements). Sometimes, 
rarely used documents, such as the Articles 

of Incorporation, get lost in the shuffle.  
It is important that the HOA ensure that all 
HOA documents are present and accounted 
for on an annual basis.

Finally, HOAs should review and evaluate 
all vendor contracts and agreements, paying 
particular attention to rate increases or 
automatic renewal clauses. While reviewing 
the contracts and agreements, the Board of 
Directors could also reach out to vendors 
to negotiate costs and fees for the year or 
enhance services or goods to be provided to 
the HOA.

Conducting a corporate audit is a good 
way for new and existing Board Members 
to refamiliarize themselves with the critical 
operations of the corporate HOA while 
making sure that the HOA’s house is in order. 
All HOAs should make a corporate audit an 
annual event.

Augustus H. Shaw IV, Esq., CCAL is the Founding Partner 
of Shaw & Lines, LLC. A lecturer for many municipal HOA 
Academies and continuing legal education seminars, Augustus 
is a member of the prestigious CAI College of Community 
Association Lawyers.

HOA Annual  
Corporate Audit
Corporate Issues 
Every HOA Should 
Evaluate
By Augustus H. Shaw IV, Esq., CCAL
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PROTECTING 
YOUR 
WATERSHED

I N S I G H T  &  E D U C A T I O N

2 0 1 9  R E S O L U T I O N S :

This time of year, we all seem to think about setting new 
resolutions for ourselves, but for homeowners, property 
managers and water enthusiasts, it’s also a great time to 
set goals for the enhancement of our lakes, ponds and 
stormwater facilities. Whether you desire to improve the 
health or aesthetics of your waterbody, it all starts with the 
protection of your local watershed. 

By Greg Blackham, 
Aquatic Specialist at SOLitude Lake Management It cannot be overstated 

how much watershed 
management determines 
the quality of life and the 
balance of nature.
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Greg Blackham is an Aquatic Specialist at SOLitude Lake Management.  Greg has 
extensive experience in all aspects of freshwater management with a special interest 
in proactive solutions that restore the health and beauty of aquatic ecosystems.

A WATERSHED, defined, is any amount 
of land that collects water through precipitation and transports it 
to a common outlet. That common outlet could be a stream, river, 
reservoir, lake or even a large bay like the Santa Monica Bay. A 
watershed is simply a term used to describe a transitional downhill 
area that water collects and flows through to reach its destination, 
including groundwater. The topography of the land, through 
elevated ridges, outlines the edge of each watershed, and small sub-
watersheds can combine to form larger watersheds. Everything we 
do affects our watershed and our watershed affects the quality of 
all life within it and beyond, which makes it critically important 
to understand our impact on surrounding waterbodies. 

Water traveling through the watershed is altered in numerous 
ways throughout its journey. Surface runoff, creeks and ditches 
pick up all types of organic and inorganic materials. Harmful 
pollutants, like chemicals, fertilizers and waste are transported 
into streams and waterbodies throughout the entire watershed, 
negatively impacting all life along the way. Nutrient pollution, 
primarily by phosphorous and nitrogen, can disrupt natural life 
cycles and bio-diversity in every habitat that they touch by fueling 
the growth of nuisance aquatic weeds and algae that the ecosystem 
cannot naturally manage. For example, cyanobacteria, commonly 
referred to as blue-green algae, thrive on phosphorous-rich water 
and can form harmful, potentially-toxic blooms that can endanger 
wildlife, pets and humans. Exposure to cyanobacteria has been 
linked to the development of degenerative diseases like ALS, 
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. 

Prior to heavy urban development and widespread industrialization, 
nature was able to clean and filter water through a long and 
stable process. Through soil infiltration, plant transpiration and 
evaporation, water was purified sufficiently to achieve a lasting 
balance. Development disrupts the process through soil removal, 
compaction and the addition of acres of hard, impervious surfaces 
that increase water velocities and erosive forces. As the world 
continues to develop, so has our understanding of this delicate 
balance. We have learned that we can manage surface water at 
various stages in its cycle, including each pond and lake along 
its journey, to make it much less disruptive when it enters into 
our rivers, reservoirs and bays. We have also learned that we have 
many opportunities to intercept and mitigate nutrient pollution 
long before it becomes catastrophic to our most precious resources, 
sanctuaries and livelihood through stormwater management 
techniques and facilities. 

Lakes and ponds are one of the most critical points of interception 
in our watershed because they exist at locations where a lot of 
water is contained in a relatively small area and the speed of 
discharge can be regulated. These points offer the best opportunity 

to remove excess nutrients and sediment from the water with a 
large array of methods, including aeration, nutrient mitigation 
products, organic waste removal, biological augmentation 
(beneficial bacteria infusion), invasive species management, and 
sediment settling. 

Though extremely effective, sustainable lake and pond 
management is not the only way to proactively improve the output 
of our watershed. As we enter 2019, consider implementing the 
following cultural practices as one of your resolutions. These 
best practices will help prevent nutrient pollution and chemical 
translocation before impurities even have a chance to leave the 
community:

 ⎷ Use fertilizer without phosphorous and avoid over-fertilizing 
lawns and gardens. Different types of fertilizer serve different 
purposes, so be sure to follow the directions on the label for 
safe and proper application. 

 ⎷ Regularly rake and bag leaves, lawn clippings and organic 
waste to prevent them from flowing into stormwater facilities 
and over-burdening pipes and conduits. 

 ⎷ Use environmentally-friendly detergents and cleaners when 
washing vehicles and pressure-washing houses. Look for 
soaps that are formulated to be biodegradable. 

 ⎷ Create landscaping swales (natural filtering systems) around 
storm drains and impervious surfaces to prevent erosion and 
help intercept water. Native flowering vegetation, pebbles 
and river rocks serve as excellent infiltration media when 
lined along walkways, driveways and stormwater facilities.  

 ⎷ Deter pets and geese from entering waterbodies. An adult 
goose can produce up to 2 pounds of droppings each day, 
which may significantly increase nutrient levels in a short 
period of time. 

 ⎷ Improve lawncare and community gardening practices by 
planting vegetative buffers to help decrease soil and nutrient 
run-off.

It cannot be overstated how much watershed management 
determines the quality of life and the balance of nature. From direct 
impacts on fishing and farming yields to property value, outdoor 
recreation and flood damage, watershed effects and consequences 
really are A to Z. It goes beyond setting a resolution for the new 
year—everyone should consider themselves a steward of water 
(and the environment in general). Improving the water quality 
of nearby lakes, ponds, rivers and streams will go a long way in 
protecting regional assets and local wildlife—not to mention all 
the unseen positive effects down the road and into the future.

It cannot be overstated 
how much watershed 
management determines 
the quality of life and the 
balance of nature.
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